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 (how to never,  
   never leave a city, II) 

 🌇🚝😂🚛  

Introduction 
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this is the year 1025. 

does an overabundance of white female 
names 
in a piece of literature represent 
some kind of obsession with white values 
of femininity? [#concept]



“Parables, yes. We here are to lead life with woe. 
Tasting bitter.” 

Scene One:  
Renée 
  
Emma:  

THE truth is, this is a san francisco of a very new, new-new era. this is not the San 
Francisco that can be found toward the northern end of the peninsula, this is the san 
francisco of an alternate, octavia-butler-style dimension.  

there was a planetarium in which the alternate san francisco has been engendered. A 
planetarium not too unlike the factories that have been built far, far away from urban 
lives, in industrial mine towns like those in those documentary films that you sat and 
watched sometimes all day long. you watched a lot of documentary for TWELFTH grade 
geography trying to finish up the international baccalaureate.  

THE truth is, this is a san francisco of such a new, new era that even the international 
baccalaureate works ever so differently; kids go to school and sit on bean bags, play 
with photoshop that’s been automatically installed on the big-screened silver macs. li-
braries are empty but noisy, distilled in the sounds, in the state of flux of a new age. In 
schools, conveyor belts coil like weird playlists on loop. imagine gayngs being followed by 
frankie cosmos (who was an nyu student named after frank o’HARA by her boyfriend)  

LA:  

all throughout those sour-apple years of living in the original city and not an alternate 
one. The pattern of life in the original city that i was born into was called Hồ chí 
minh, obviously named after the notorious badass leader. BADASS or murderous? 
They’d murder me for writing these lines. for committing the original sin. The original 
city, sài gòn, Hồ chí minh, yes, name of the man whom we had all been taught to re-
gard as our flawless uncle. Yes. Flawless, yes fearless YES they’d murder me for writing 
these lines.  

San Francisco is NOT the place i am talking about. not the original city. 
NO, rather. I be talking about A Satellite State Mind… san francisco. 

now: explanation #1 
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they’d murder me 
for 
writing 
these lines
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There is no San Francisco #1 - that shit doesn’t 
exist anymore, and so only now, the only thing 
is…  san francisco #2, its satellite 
Now:
🐚🐚🐚

they’d murder me for writing these lines. 

Now: explanation #2

👊🙆🌇🚝🎏
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LA:  

i left hồ chí minh, my original city, three months after turning eighteen. When i 
moved to America so many people thought i was Latina. this eventually caused me to 
start spelling Hồ chí minh Jồ chí minh sometimes when what i wrote, i wrote on my 
own. It was that silent J in Spanish that made me wonder  

if it was because of how my ass and boobs looked that they had thought that i was 
Latina. the J definitely got me tripped up a little bit. over time i developed attachments 
to the new spelling and it felt like i was effectively discarding a piece of me, tossing it 
behind me. as i continued ascending the journey of my life. thorny pathway through a 
moon lit forest with hung bells, an eerie quiet swim across the swamp, … just always 
trying to mix it up a little bit, it being my vietnamese female identity, just trying to 
queer it up a little bit, bend the line a little bit, think differently a little bit. 
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LA: (continued) 
When i moved to America not a lot of people thought I was FOBBY. I didn’t really 
know what to make of it because my mother’s white american BOYFRIEND from Iowa 
has warned me because i didn’t go to high school in America, American people could 
distinguish my gestures which are all related to my background and the identity that i 
wear on myself that is so often marginalized in the satellite city.   
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does an overabundance of 
white female names 
in a piece of literature rep-
resent 
some kind of obsession 
with white values of femi-
ninity? [#concept]



LA: 

So I didn’t go to high school here and I guess indeed i became FOB. When i moved to 
the satellite state i had to do a fuck-ton of catching ball and catching up. Ball was life, 
Ball was AMERICAN CULTURE, Ball was everything. i was playing  
catching ball, ball was 
life, i was just trying to juggle life on the curve of my foot. when I took Intro to Femi-
nist Studies, fall of junior quarter, I listened to the Drake album that had just come out 
that season on repeat every time I do work for that class. started from the bottom, and now 
i’m here…. that line looped and looped as I continued to furiously type, writing about 
various painful aspects of body politics that were charring too close to my personal his-
tory.  

Emma: 

And so this is a NEW AGE. And i know i am someone but very likely i will be forgot-
ten. Most probably i will be forgotten. Most people will be forgotten. Human lives are 
disposable in the New Age, as disposable as pop music, just like how fame and the state 
of being a celebrity can be. dramatic, glossy, hollow.  
trite. like some famed celebrities,  

LA:  

And so this is a New Age. there are hepta- … summer special packages, student dis-
count boxes, piles, —- of new computers everywhere. computers. everywhere i go: 
COMPUTERS. Of every kind. And so after having lived in the Satellite Mind State for 
a while, eventually i had to get one too, one computer. I couldn’t go without a computer 
in san francisco, a san francisco of a new, new era. I had to get a computer for school, for 
work, for personal life.  

that year, the year of 1025 i always had both my feet off the ground. always listened to so much 
music that my ears felt like they always had moving worms in them, soft, squishy, like 
snails. snail love, do they love the way humans love. the love snails make grinding on each 
other. snails fucking was one of things that my ex-girlfriend Ori loved so much. she 
loved watching videos of them fucking on youtube.  

🐌 :’’;💘 :’’;🐌  

explanation #3 
LA:  

And this one is called Renée because it means nothing. Renée.  
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I mean it’s a white unisex name, but i’m pretty sure it’s a girl… I don’t even know how 
I got that from. perhaps ‘cos I like girls, so I just assume they’re all girls… ‘cos you 
know, in my mind all i can see is girls girls girls…  

Out of all of them, Ori has a face with a view. I was just an animal, lookin’ for a home, 
and Share the same space with Ori for a minute or two 
And she loves me till my heart stops 
Loves me till I'm dead…  

Ori: 
I used to sing that song all the time when I helped LA shave her head. our bathroom is a 
communal one and this is a san francisco where you can get seven dollar cups of tea that 
taste just like piss. the haight is not the same. it’s overcrowded with start-ups. Coffee 
FOR The People (CFTP)  in the original Haight used to have banana bread for 50¢, now 1

the banana’s GMO and the bread’s three whole bucks! and now that the cold steel rail of 
modernity has really set in, everybody’s running around in stupid suits as though they 
always have meetings. our bathroom on Octavia Street is the only  

LA: 
you sit with your marshalls headphones in CFTP. Listening to music of the enemy. 
drawing into a sketchbook you have bought from the art store down the street. now 
camera obscura is playing. and you’re railing about human fickleness with the pen. the 
historic iconic impossible PEN. human fickleness, thoughts are fickle, sadness is 
fickle.. we live in microcosms we have all carved out. we all work to different extents in 
order to accomplish our own extents of carving. Some have manual labor jobs and some 
work under wall street’s highly corporate canyon. Some tear each other up in order to 
carve. Some kill. Some, like me, write on computers. all DAY long. 

… 

 yes, CFTP. that famous coffee shop at the corner of Haight street and Masonic avenue — the summer 1

when i was sixteen i came here with my FOBBY family; we were all tourists — the satellite state (san fran-
cisco 2) has a CFTP in its Haight too, just like that of San Francisco 1. Ori and Emma went to Urban which 
is the progressive high school near CFTP. Ori used to feed on their banana bread, like on the daily. At Ur-
ban, they never had grades. my entire life until i went to college i never knew about schools where they 
didn’t have grades. 
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Scene Two:  
just me and my solo 

LA: (monologue) 

And in this life…. 

We’re all condemned to something.  

… 

Dark is the sky above the menlo park Facebook headquarters. We all live in Silicon 
Valley, the very silicon that turned this place from an original city into a ghost version. 
San Francisco exists no longer, now there’s only its satellite. And as young people who 
are trying to have fun, to grow, to life life, we gotta exist within its structures while be-
ing on the look-out for beauty, for love… I am on the look-out for beauty, for love - I 
am trying to escape the structure. why else would I be here, writing about the past, 
about my grandmother and Ori? My grandmother is tied to themes of the war and 
colonialism. And Ori, Ori was just a true, so very true, love.  

I’ve been searching for a mine, for a heart of gold, for Ori. For beauty in the world. I 
look up I see black and purplish sky with star clusters for eyes, very gloomy.., the color 
of the world makes the sky look like a dragon fruit. I would go to coffee shops like 
CFTP and listen to The Books while feeling the feeling of being comforted by class 
privilege, by the gaze of other people because you feel assured about being seen and 
looked at in your own expensive clothes. by the fact that you have the capacity to intel-
lectualize the rhythm of life in the satellite state.  

the tech boom of the nineties has thus created a shift, a shift to another realm, to a 
world been shaped not according to FRANK O’HARA, no, no, no, not quite, the alter-
nate City is not quite too much like Lunch Poems in here. rather this san francisco — it’s 
been built according to OCTAVIA BUTLER, Blood Child was rather its instruction man-
ual.  

there must be a shift, to another realm, to another realm. dictated by Blood Child. 
Octavia butler’s san francisco has a GREAT WALL of its own, of its own distinctive aes-
thetic and made of beautiful stone that has been mined in the alternate City’s core.  
My alter-ego has lived in this city too, for a summer, the summer that ended bitterly 
with me trying not to dump Ori. It was very bad. We loved each other so much, yet 
everything was at loose ends. She was overbearing, for sure, but that’s only ‘cos she 
loved the shit out of me, the shit out of me. And then in the end, like any classic drift-
ing road trip love story, i just wound up breakin’ her heart. and then I got a tattoo that 
is just like the one she got, because she means that much to me. And for awhile, every 
night i would stay up, and all the music and all the words in my head — all of it was 
only a swirl of two single lines: baby if only i could i would give you my world, and 
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Ori, forgive and forget, girl, keep ya head up.  
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you have an eating disor-
der because you are re-
pulsed by all the food that 
is from this satellite 
STATE, by this abundance 
of food and materialism. 
it’s like you almost wish 
the same thing with sleep-
ing for eating. 
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your father thought that 
having a state-funded lap-
top would help him find 
rooms which he wouldn’t 
own. rooms that are state-
funded. nothing is private 
in this dystopia that you 
have made up in your 
mind.  



Scene Three: 
lesbian love closet 
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📡📡📡 
pens clicking…
waterfalls, blue a 
lone star, xylophone 
and pens, 
i really love it when 
i’m with

you, 
xylophone and ball-
point pens, clicking 
to the beat. 
i really love it when 
i’m in love
  with you,



IT'S bad poetry, IT’S san francisco, IT’S the alternate City. in the midst, the mist, this is the 
STATE. this is just a reminder to myself.  

LA:  

After exploring other elusive worlds, I realize that these things about me are strangely important and dra-
matic in their own ways. Even when they’re mundane little real and unglamorous things. things like sit-
ting in crowded, overpriced ramen restaurants and cafes where you order on iPads instead of with people 
and reading descriptions of photography exhibitions at the museum, things that I do moving across this 
NEW AGE, as myself. things like my father, and the greed of his woman, and how they clawed at and left 
each other, things like how my best-friend has gotten into a Math PhD program yesterday and I was 
there for him to open the letter. Like my grandmother who has been in prison during the colonial times 
and how she died this year without me knowing, and how….there is so much pressure at my school. 

Ori: Oh you’re beautiful and…. actually gorgeous.  

Lan Anh: 
This was a big statement that I almost hid myself from. the compliment almost didn’t make sense and I 
was about to never acknowledge it. sometimes I don’t like to think of myself in that way, because it gives 
me too much glee and power to the point of me shaking in slight paranoia. But for it was kind, and in 
that moment my name was carefully spoken, by someone who sang lot of opera, I could hear it, - beautiful 
and actually gorgeous - every single word and all of their redundance. 

I first heard Deedee’s winter solo yesterday night on our set of large speakers. I like her voice. I like how 
she says my name, a lot, and she also says the American War instead of the Vietnam War. This has rarely 
happened to me with a white-passing American girl… 

Ori: [her voice snaps LA out of her rumination and back to reality] I am sad you had 
such a bad day, and you are amazing. 
LA: [clearly smitten with Deedee that she finds herself resorting to trite yet genuine 
expressions] Deedee, you are amazing as hell…. 
Deedee: [aside] I think I love her. I want to sleep next to her. I want to watch her sit on 
the bed, by the window, still as hell, just doing nothing, in the morning when we wake  
up. 

LA:  
Today… I plan to break my own ritual. I am going to write about  myself. 

With a kind of clear-cut language I rarely use, for I often find myself loving the elusive too well, and some-
times I use language that obscures so that the obscurity can create a veil that blocks out ugliness and ter-
ror. And so with this new language – 

I will write about my name, about Ori and all the other people out there who tell me the same sort of stuff, 
you’re beautiful, you’re really pretty, at times… over time… once i overheard someone said she’s beautiful 
man and i wanted to really understand what they were saying. but i felt myself being swallowed alive… so 
this is it - my first attempt to write about stuff that usually baffles me… here goes. Scene Four: 
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Scene Four: 
intimate rooms 
Narrator: (absurdist stream of consciousness ) 

like atmospheric music played quietly in a room a room that you don’t own… and on a 
Sunday looking out the windows that line the red walls. you don’t know what time it is.  

and you don’t know  

what kind of broody dark wood the windows are made of. blue, xylophone and pens, 
ballpoint pens, clicking. amid ca-ca-ca-caphonic sounds, you don’t know what the people 
who had been here (in this room that is not a room), what those people have been 
whispering into the walls - these state-funded, pinky, fur-lined walls, the walls of a 
house on the Octavia street of san francisco. you don’t own this house. you don’t know 
where all the painted stuff that sticks to the glass window has come from. must be the 
family’s siblings’ art.  

and you don’t know  

ballpoint pens clicking, blue, xylophone, a lone star dark in the sky, you can see it from 
the room that is not a room. Ori came through the bathroom window. the bathroom is 
next to the room the room that you don’t own. the room is shaped like an irregular oc-
tagon. there are glinting artifacts, mirrors propped against the wall, there are artifacts, 
continually, glittering in the dark… mirrors… last night in your hands you were holding 
a bird almost kissing it. at the beach you eat a fish fry while looking at the drifting 
clouds, everything seems to be racing. you walking toward your wit’s ends then you 
sleepin’ in the room. the room that you don’t own. it’s almost morning then it is morn-
ing  

which you always wait for. lying with Ori and yourself in a room on Octavia street. it’s 
almost morning then it is morning, … mirrors… it’s almost morning THEN IT IS MORN-
ING - this IS THE transition. OH THIS IS ALWAYS THE TRANSITION…N…N… it is always 
the transitionnnn. then it’s almost morning then it is morning-g-g-g-g-g-g-g-g-g. IT IS JUST… JUST… 
ALMOST MORNING AND THEN… IT IS MORNINGGGGG. 
this, this is the T-R-A-N-S-I-T-I-O-N. this is always the transition and the transition is 
always the time to bask in a feeling, basking in its breaking light, it’s tremendous nos-
talgia IT IS the feeling of the walrus touching Lucy it’s the feeling that stays here even 
though you can only feel it when morning comes. but it’s also the feeling you get the 
night before going back to the USSR, you go since your father had been there for  ar-
chitecture school WITH A STATE-FUNDED LAPTOP, you visit sài gòn again some-
times still, but every time when you are about to go back to the USSR, you sing at the 
airport: 
you’re going to lose that girl no you’re not you’re not going to lose your baby get her back. although 
you’ve GOT NO GIRL to begin with. life is cyclical, life is not balanced, life is like amy 
winehouse singing they tried to make me go to rehab and I said no, no, no. life is almost like 
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how I always seem to run back to you after i close my eyes and spin around on the sur-
face of this earth three hundred times until i got no girl no more. la vie, parfois, elle 
est juste comme les mots qui vont très biens ensembles…  

sometimes you’re a little scared about how many people with white, feminine names 
you have been dating these recent months — michelle, anna, etc. Finally you score an 
awesome girlfriend with an awesome name. Ori.  

sometimes people don’t think vietnamese can be poetic or “modernistic”, whatever that 
means…, they just don’t know better. vietnamese can be quirky and definitely, definitely 
“modernistic.” When I started dating Ori, she was the only person in the world who 
would sit in my bed and spend hours trying to get me to teach her Vietnamese. She 
loved the language. Although she was bad at it. Everybody is bad at it. Sometimes I 
laugh and say oh no worries, it is a very difficult language. You know, I do attempt to be lik-
able, to be down to earth. But then I think the residue of feelings is always arrogance. I 
feel arrogant ‘cause I speak a beautiful, convoluted, quirky and definitely, definitely “mod-
ernistic” language that nobody in this TOWN speaks.   

After three weeks Ori was finally able to pronounce the words: thương em lắm Lan 
Anh ơi — i love you a lot, LA.  

… 

Ori said, in this life we were all condemned to something…  
and so life  

is like when i seem to always run back to you. life  
is like when you sing to me life  
is like when you sing the words wrong because they’re your own.  

you’ve got no girl to begin with. you’ve GOT NO GIRL to begin with. you have gotten 
close before. and now, finally, you have an awesome girlfriend whose awesome name is 
Ori.  

and you’re back in this room that’s not a room with Ori. You’ve been making love to 
her. You’ve been touching her naked ass. the glimmer from across the room comes 
from aluminum foil that’s stuck on the canvases and picture frames that are propped 
against the glass window. the talking heads song comes on now, the song that the art student from 
Cambodia whose mfa reading you went to a year ago puts on all the time during his shift at the radio 
show. you listen to the color of your dreams, listen to the color of michelle’s pretty face, 
the color of your fingers on her face, the color of yours when the people of the world 
cooked it in their chicken broth 

a face in them colonists’ vegetable nocturnal carrots broth, nocturnal cause it sounds and 
smells like night. the color your face turns when you’re busy not listening to people in 
the classroom but instead thinking about whether you are more sexually attracted to 
rihanna or beyonce… and in the afternoons, on some days, you sit in this room, the 
room that you don’t own, looking at white cloths on dark wood, thinking about female 
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sex symbols of color in mainstream media, how touching rihanna would differ from 
touching beyonce, you respect them, you are sexually attracted to them, you don’t want 
to demean them, but no question, still, you wanna fuck ‘em. 
  
lying in, standing in, listening to a room. 

psycho killer, qu’est-ce que c’est?  
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Scene Six: 
frat boys’ alternative, The Alter-Egos 

Narrator: 

Maybe i shouldn’t care too much about what i’m saying because then the movement can 
truly be free. lovely feathers. 

LA:  
i usually write with music, because it gives me inspirations and helps me ride emotional 
leaps, but for the first time ever, in this piece i’m going to cut the crap and write to only 
silence. To the silence of whatever that’s in the room to confront me. usually music is an 
alternate reality for me to retreat into, and therefore sort of a metaphysical safe space 
that’s guaranteed. but sadly because this safe space is physically non-existent when I re-
treat into it I can feel my physical self vanishing from the actual world. whenever this 
happens there seems to be a black hole inside me. a gorge, the abyss.  
and i need to stop doing this. for the sake of my piece. 

Narrator:  
when you walk into a room what is in there to confront you? 

LA: 
it really depends, you know. 

Narrator: 
Depends if it's a room you own, or a room you don’t own.  

LA:  
whenever it’s a room i own i sit in the dark trying to calm myself down.  

[the beginning of David Bowie’s Oh You Pretty Things comes on]  

right now I am sitting in a room, I room that I don’t own, leaning against chaos walls, 
dreaming walls, state-funded walls, writing about the Satellite City. 

And I gotta tell you, Ziggy. 
This is going to be a crazyyyyyyy piece. Like, I’m trying to write about my father’s expe-
rience in the USSR in the eighties. Yep that's right, ladies and gentlemen, my father went 
to school where Brezhnev was politically in charge. Damn, he would have five jobs all at 
once and only get paid in jugs of vodka because all the factories were bankrupt. And so 
he drank a lot, you know, and seriously… I seriously think that fucked him up. Then he 
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started fucking this older woman just so he could eat at her house ‘cuz he didn’t have any 
fucking real food. Russia in the eighties, man… The fucking eighties!  

[LA cry-sings a quick bluesy tune to Oh You ` Things, “AOwwww!”] 

So yep, that’s right. Imma write about stuff like my father in the USSR… I mean it’s not 
gonna be the main theme or anything like that, but it definitely helps me frame my own 
experience of entering my twenties and coming to terms with the realizations about 
things around me. 

[LA puts on a Vietnamese Public Security Uniform and a cap that says Fatigue Artiste. 
The side of her pants spells the words STATE DEATHS. she picks up a whip and starts 
circling the narrator, fingering her whip.]  

[she sings: 
“show me around your snow-peaked mountains way down south 
Come and keep your comrade warm 
I'm back in the U.S.S.R.”] 

LA:  

And the Vietnamese government is gonna kill me for writing these lines. 

But fuck ‘em. I need to do my thang. I’m about to do somethin’…. different….Using my 
own name for this character, who is only barely half of me is interesting, for it greatly 
challenges and transforms my own sense of self. It’s also interesting to create this charac-
ter with a motif in mind – that she would grow into my imaginative alter-ego. For while 
writing, the mix between dream, poetic imagination and the reality of my identity graze 
against each other, sometimes in contradictory friction and sometimes creating a burst of 
eccentric vision. 

Narrator:  
Ziggy Stardust eats the donut holes while having tent sex, crinkle crinkle crinkle.  

LA:  
David Bowie eats the donut holes while having tent sex, crinkle crinkle crinkle. 

Narrator: 
the spiders are from Mars,  

Ziggy Stardust finds himself by the sea. This is san francisco’s Land’s End Point. Ziggy 
throws himself toward the ocean, falls right down the cliff, then Ziggy starts shredding 
that guitar like a big, fat, badass motherfucker.  
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LA: 
If it wears a pink wig and plays a guitar upside down hanging from a cliff, I’ll go and 
look at it. I love seeing it being dangerous. Then I would want to embody it. I want to be 
dangerous.  

Narrator:  
Then embody it, David.  

[LA scoffs. Tension] 

LA:  
Nah. I’ll never feel like a rock star, that’s just my element. David’s meant to be a normal 
straight boy his entire life. David’ll never be a star. 

Narrator: 
You know how people say the impossibilities are imagined? Feelings of inadequacy in 
this era are rampant. whatever. we all do it. but I have to tell you, David, you have to 
know what Ziggy thinks about your potential. He believes that you are him, you can be 
dangerous like him, be an artist like him, wear a pink wig and a blue helmet then go skat-
ing on your head across a zip line. Ziggy loves zip lining. So does David, perhaps David 
loves zip lining even more passionately than Ziggy will ever do.  

LA:  
I guess you’re right. Now that I am looking back, from 1999 to 2007, I was definitely the 
region’s ultimate rock star.  

Narrator:  
Uhhhhh. You couldn’t have been more rock star, David.  

LA: 
Yeah, bro.  

[both start laughing with glee with some kind of hilarious facial expression that is very 
reminiscent of that on the face of a stoned as balls, smug, but potentially lovable frat 
boy…]  
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Scene Five: 
close your eyes when you sleep next to me 
… 

Narrator: (stream of consciousness continued) 

you lie on white mattresses 
in a room that’s not really a room but part of  
a room but also kind of a 
room. you don’t know the feeling of what it’s like to have a sustained deja-vu. you don’t 
know what it’s like to cry really hard to a song you listen to every morning for a year. 
what to say when your friend tells you in high school she kind of had an eating disor-
der. what is wrong with this, the structure – what is wrong with the structure. what are 
limitations. there are times when it’s like we’re going through hell what are limitations what are 
means. sometimes you’d be listening to chance’s good ass outro –… kicked off my 
shoes…. and tripped acid in the rain 
Wore my jacket as a cape, and my umbrella as a cane.  

this is the nutshell of how you’ve been doing.  

you don’t know that you’ve been in a house. you’ve been on the phone in a house. a 
house that’s not really a house but part of a dying neighborhood and not to mention 
less of a house and more like a motel. in a house that’s lifted her wings to shelter 
many. in a house where you can re-watch rihanna’s s&m on a big flat screen TV there 
used to be a cat and a dog and a fish but now the dog’s the only one that’s left and you 
realize that you didn’t like s&m in high school but now you love it.  

rihanna looks so hot although it is undeniably disturbing at times especially the scenes 
suggestive of state torture totally not tasteful but at least now you get the implications of 
“feels so good being bad there’s no way I’m turning back.” outside on main street there used to be 
lamps and little shops, boutiques and shoppers, bigger stores there used to be theaters 
and shopkeepers, but the town’s dying and  

Generations above me I know they’ll all remember me. the sun comes in to the room 
that’s not really a room because it’s a three-d octagon. the windows are so still against 
the outside wind. you are anna’s only swerving. the windows stand for solidity in your 
mind.  

it’s Sunday, it’s february, it’s the time when talking heads comes on to sing  

you love me till my heart stops 
Love me till I'm dead 

eyes that light up 
eyes look through you 
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cover up the blank spots 
Hit me on the head 

this is your friend’s parents’ place at the corner of California and Octavia. you crashed 
last night with Ori.  

Ori and you have been seeing each other since the winter, since new york. She took you to a korean food 
court in manhattan’s not so hidden k-town which you’ve been to a bunch of times but didn’t know was k-
town…! the place’s name was woorinjip, the soju was very cheap so we got a good bunch. seven little green 
glass bottles. bottle-glass green, crystal green. 

this time Ori and you take the train to the city to scope out some spots for a photogra-
phy shoot that Ori would later on conduct.  

walking around at night a star hit you on the head. Ori is leaving tomorrow late at 
night but that fact has always been floating at a distance, far away from you. Ori’s only 
swerving, Ori always works all day. you watched floating lives together on your comput-
er in your bed on Wednesday night because whenever Ori’s here you always try to find 
excuses to be in your bed, to get in it the earlier the better. 9pm. this must be the place 
the place you’re at the place to be the place down low and the place up high the place  
with addictive milkshakes near the Northbound train  

You can’t find your jeans walking from platform to platform. you and an watched float-
ing lives together, found a pirated version on the web. you’ve heard about floating lives 
four years ago when you still lived in Vietnam, from one of your friends from public 
school who would come over and smoke and steal your shit. like trivial stuff, like a lit-
tle box of bobby pins. or like the DVD of Clueless from the chinatown’s public, of 
which, because it was gone, you had to pay the lost fee… or like a whole foods egg 
sandwich from the fridge. then she even stole the kind of childhood’s toys that you 
know you will continually miss. so, you kind of find this friend obnoxious but feel too 
passive to do anything about her. plus sometimes you like the feeling of losing things to 
remind yourself too that feelings of attachments to materialism are bad anyway. that 
they’re only plastic – DVDs and bobby pins sandwich wrapper. but then because of that 
– because you let her ill manners and disregard of yourself occur continually again and 
again you never even once got close to challenging it – and so the friendship eventually 
started to feel like plastic too, as plastic as all the shit she stole from you, then the 
scummier she looks to you the more passive aggressive you get probably because you 
can’t even speak up. and then you remind yourself that you have never even liked egg 
sandwich that much, anyway. and you remind yourself that you are still anna’s only 
swerving. then you’re fine about not ever speaking up.  

Walls 

you have your period, you think, lying on your bed yelling into a phone that is emitting 
incomprehensible noises, oh you often come from such a place of bitterness! It’s your mother 
speaking she wants you to be stronger but also sweeter and such a reminder  
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was scary and cold, scary,  

but like nice cold, cold like a storm in the azure morning and you don’t have to really 
live up to much obligations because there’s a storm and you can stay home in hiberna-
tion. within the folds. you are wedged BETWEEN the cold azure. in BETWEEN the 
blue and yellow of the cocoa butter walls. suspended walls. dreaming walls. rising walls, 
wedged in between waterfall walls, storm-like walls. chaos walls. walls against which 
you for real can lean and 

do nothing or write this or read or write another thing or just rush to finish writing 
this so you can do nothing again. 

walls  
the room the room that you don’t own 
it has seven walls and not four walls  

in the room the room that you don’t own 
you get to do something that i have been looking forward to since early adolescence.  

an abundance of Ori.  

the sun moving up and down.  

the feeling of being at the beach,  

then suddenly 

a lot of healing. 

then suddenly 

walls that make you feel alright. walls that echo and walls that drive your car but don’t 
park it. walls that are needed that superseded. walls that run against your spinning 
mind. oh you often come from such a place of bitterness! walls that…walls that cry. walls that 
cry walls that cry.  
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on the radio it’s the Late Show. a rapper is sayin’ – what does the Black man say? tell ‘em we 
don’t die tell ‘em we don’t die tell ‘em we don’t die. WE MULTIPLY. 

still the Late Show. outside it’s raining.  

in my room, a room that I own, thinking about rooms that I do not own. thinking 
about spaces. my father was an architect, he worked with a lot of germans and Rus-
sians, he designed this room that I now own but no longer live in. out of all the rooms 
in the world now I only own two.  
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Scene Six: 
good lyricism, bad poetry 
LA: 

mama, grandmama, there’s always another try, i won’t forever fail… in my mind i am 
looking at the glowing movement of a song called A Dead Fish Has Gained the Power of 
Observation. it’s a song that i listened to, the first time when my ex-girlfriend Ori played 
it for me. when we were on a golf cart that she was driving casually on the fluffs of green 
grass. it was Ori who told me about that band, the Books — what the music is? experi-
mental plunking! The Books? they remind me of peaceful days i had in my father’s fa-
ther’s garden on đường duy tân. with the birds. Then when Sài Gòn was still full of old 
things and nothing, not a thing was modern or new, not a thing was even in existence in 
some regions. as in these regions were undeveloped, perhaps even untouched. but the 
original city has changed a significant amount since I have been born.  

 grandmothers and grandfathers still alive, still kicking… the old opera house and old 
medicine shops. old people and old things — i grew up with sweet abundances of them, 
in my house, in the streets, sometimes in pagodas or white cranes fields that i went to 
when i was very young. Vietnamese families are typically big. Vietnamese people like 
other Vietnamese people — and that is a total simplification but to me it holds a certain 
kind of truth, a truth that is sobering to me whenever i go back home to visit during the 
breaks.  

Emma, my friend from college, grew up in San Francisco but when she was born the 
process of involuntary societal destabilization has already started to happen. All these 
new discoveries suddenly materialized. even though the tech boom didn’t peak until the 
2000s, the american economy has already begun to jump on its own agenda of contorted 
strategies. she told me she could sense the malice in the air, sometimes even when she 
was much younger. By the time she was a teenager, the malice was an omnipresence. 
Like a big, fat dick that hangs in the sky….  
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Interlude: 
Dear Ori 

Dear Ori, 

I'm writing this to you because i want to clear some stuff up.. you probably don’t even want 
to hear from me but all this has been gathering in the pit of my stomach and i need to gen-
uinely articulate them to you, so i really hope you consider all these things I'm about to say.  

recently i have been feeling a lot less negative about our past relationship. as i said before in 
my text i really apologize for all that negativity and for being really really mean. but i really 
could not control it at the time. i think sometimes break ups are just really nasty because they 
kind of have to be, and i apologize for this nasty break-up. I really was going crazy because 
of the pressure that it put on me and I really needed to be away from it because i was just so 
hurt and unhappy. and you've seen me before when i am about to go crazy but this time it 
was even worse, i was crying relentlessly for a week or so and i was just so bad i was helpless 
for a way out and that way out was severing all the ties we had.  

perhaps here i'll explain a little each piece of the way. so that i can try to help you understand 
what i was going through and how it affected me. i'm really not trying to justify my actions 
since i know very well that they weren't too right. but i guess i'm trying to explain to help 
you understand that it really wasn’t as though i truly hated you. i really did not. i just had to 
do that because i couldn’t see another way out of what we were in together, so deep. we were 
stuck and i had to just end that state of being stuck…so then, to do that, i did what i did.  

i think the first time i was unable to move past a conflict we had was the time when you 
wrote me an email about how fucked up my actions were that i did not tell you i was feeling 
uncertain about the trip we were about to take to vietnam. 

I wanted to tell you i did want you to be around in Vietnam with me but I was feeling unsure 
about that because I thought going back there would be a really scary thing for me. the be-
ginning of senior year i was feeling terrified about my eventual decision between staying in 
america and going home, and i was going through, almost all alone, all these stresses about 
where i wanted to be geographically but they were all related to my background and the iden-
tity that i wear on myself that is so often marginalized in this country. and my mind was so 
saturated with dark thoughts. especially because i was feeling so  that when i got the email 
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you wrote, i just flipped out. The email you sent me was honestly hurtful even though i know 
it was not intentional. the way you responded to my conflicts and uncertainty really stung 
and pushed me over the edge… i tried to talk to you and tell you that it wasn’t about you but 
you were just so mad at me we could not communicate. and this was a trope, you know, me 
being affected not only by the forces in our relationship but also other societal pressures from 
outside too.  

i have to be honest that there were many points in our relationship you did not understand 
this. it was my fault for creating insecurities in you that made you think that certain things 
were about you, or your fault, or your shortcoming, but honestly a lot of it wasn’t about you 
- i tried to explain this so many times, i’m repeating this not to emphasizes our past mis-
communications, but to let you understand, that a lot of it wasn’t about you, a lot of it was 
just the structure of the world being fucked up, and i stood at a corner where a lot of fucked 
up shit was affecting me 

oftentimes i did feel really alone because it was as though my of-color identity was not truly 
being seen or understood by you, and i really resented it for a while. i’m not saying that you 
are like fuckers like Sam, you’re a lot better than them, but what i’m trying to say is that 
when we were so close, and when we shared this deep level of intimacy, the level at which you 
were considering my racial and national identity did not satisfy our closeness. or did not 
match up to our closeness. or even the level of your consideration of the fact that i am very 
easily triggered, because of PTSD. or perhaps stuff related to my being as a survivor of sexu-
al assault. well, i really don’t want this to turn into a thing where i am blaming you. what i 
am trying to say rather is.. well, this was the stuff that tore us apart, you know, and it’s not 
either of our fault, but over time it became more and more apparent to me that we have come 
from such different backgrounds and the rift that was created by that difference between us 
was perhaps a little too unexpected and non-negligible 

at this point i was feeling so angry, depressed, hopeless that i just needed to acquire space as 
quickly as possible. i needed to create for myself a place where i could just be safe, and heal 
from the PTSD and stuff, you know, and to do that i told you to fuck off, which was strong 
and unpleasant language i wish i didn’t use, yet i did.. but i really did not mean to. i guess in 
the moment all this shit was hitting the fan then hitting me so quickly that my immediate 
response was to protect myself and attack things that were attacking me. plus, i think i drew 
the barrier when i heard that you felt suicidal and that really hurt me because i was going 
through so many suicidal urges too due to such systematic shit, and when you said that it felt 
like you were being really immature and tunnel vision, in a way that i felt pressured and 
tired by. when i tried to tell you this, there was a backlash that extremely upset me. 
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just to let you know, when i was in Vietnam i thought about what it would’ve been like if 
you were there too. there were moments when i wish you were, but honestly overall you 
would have been happy not to be there. so much shit was happening, and i spent three weeks 
of winter break being nostalgic and depressed. I missed Saigon so much but when I went 
back I knew that I lost home, it's a new place now with new buildings. My dad and mom also 
are putting loads of pressure on me too and so is my perpetual stream of thoughts about op-
pression and colonialism. About that time my grandma who was tortured and sexually ha-
rassed in prison passed away and it hit me really hard. Was in a dark place and I am still in a 
dark place. I've been meaning to do something to apologize that I couldn't separate these 
stresses from my break up with you and it was my fault for having been such a nasty bitchy 
little person due to all this sour bitterness in me.  

I was such a bitter person that I pushed away a lot of people with such negativity. with some 
people i do feel bad, but i do not really feel many regrets. But with you, i have been sitting 
with my own regrets for awhile. i miss you a lot and a lot, and i thought i didn't deserve to 
even feel this for being so horrible to you. but even then, even when i told myself to let it go 
and not to probe at it anymore since i have done such a great mega job at fucking up, i still 
miss you a lot. ive been thinking about so many good memories and you have really left a lot 
in me.you have helped me build these layers of originality in me.  

i think the love you gave me at one point really scared me and it broke me apart. Especially 
when life was already so heavy and hard for me even separate from that. And it was my first 
time handling such a situation and my instinct was to sever it. But I regret it so deeply the 
way i responded to that for I feel the void you left very palpably. i told myself to let it sit, be-
cause i didn’t want to be hasty about anything in case i’d fuck up again. but i started this 
email yesterday, and its the point where i explain to you how i feel about all of this. you can 
choose whether or not to respond - i will completely respect that. you can ignore this if you 
want, but still please know i am deeply sorry for saying such, such negative stuff about you 
and your person. i should have been more rational, but you know how it is, people get irra-
tional, emotionally provoked, too provoked, sometimes. 

anyway, that’s all i want to say for now,... i'm sorry if it was all disjointed. 

i really hope things are going well for you.  
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love, 

LA 
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